Field Museum Lecturer Speaks At Convocation

Speech Covers the Characteristics of Many Countries

Paul G. Dallwig, lecturer from the Chicago Field Museum, will deliver a speech titled "The Parade of the Races in a War-Torn World." The lecture makes clear not only how the races are disappearing due to war conditions but also that the new, powerful system which developed in the Soviet Union is as alive today as ever. It gives that work eternal value. Dali-

u er will be on exhibit in the Chicago Field Museum, which is as crystal clear as that of the military."

President Pusey To Attend Meeting In Atlantic City

Dr. and Mrs. Chester Hill and Ellen Bell and Shirley Fox, co-

ors, will furnish the music for the dance.
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The Editor Speaks

WE LOST, BUT—

We have on file in the Lawrentian office the December 13 issue of the "Echo Weekly," student publication from the Milwaukee State Teachers college. This particular copy of the "Echo Weekly," drew our attention because it carried a story of the Milwaukee-Lawrence basketball game played on December 9 at Alexander gymnasium.

In the write-up of the game, Jim Kukla declared that the "Gallows showed themselves to be the superior team in ball handling and shot making." Kukla then went on to describe the game and some of the scoring from the local angle, which is perfectly permissible from a journalistic standpoint, since the story was written for its Milwaukee readers.
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NEW TO CAMPUS CIRCLE—New arrivals in the circle of the Lawrence college faculty are the Thomas Dietrichs. Pictured here at their home are Mrs. Dietrich and her two young sons. At the left is Andrea and on the right is Johnny.
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Vikes Bow to Gophers
In New Years Day Tilt

Big Ten Team Uses
Height in 45-30 Win;
Herman Gets 17 Points

Height advantage in height proved too much for the Gophers from Minnesota tonight at the Memorial Coliseum in Milwaukee.

The Gophers, who were coming off a 65-57 victory over the New York University Violets last week, fought back gamely in the early stages of the game and gave the Vikes a real tussle. But the height of the Vikes was too much for the Gophers, who were outrebounded 7 to 2.

Herman, the big 6 foot 7 inch center, was outscored in field goals, but Herman came through with a basket and a free throw to give the Gophers a 20-20 lead midway in the first half, and from there on the Wolverines coasted to victory.

Minnesota was able to control the rebounds off both backboards throughout the contest and their tight defense kept most of the Viking shots far out on the court.

Hartman connected for field goal, but Herman came through with a basket and a free throw to give the Gophers a 20-20 lead midway in the final period, and from there on the winners coasted to victory.

Minnesota was able to control the rebounds off both backboards throughout the contest and their tight defense kept most of the Viking shots far out on the court.

Vikings to Meet Concordia Five Tomorrow Night

The Lawrence college basketball team, which is considered to be one of the strongest teams in the conference, will meet the Concordia College quintet tomorrow night at the Alexander gymnasium.

The game will be the first of a three-game home series. Next week the Vikings will take on the potential future of the Illinois Institute of Technology, and several strong conference teams, and the following weekend they will meet the last year's conference champions, the Menasha Knights.

The game will be centered in the Alexander gymnasium, which is considered to be one of the finest gymnasiums in the country.

The Vikings have been practicing hard all week, and are expected to put on a good show against the Concordia quintet.

The Concordia College team is expected to be one of the strongest in the conference, and the Vikings will have their work cut out for them.

The game will begin at 8:00 p.m., and admission will be 50 cents for adults, and 25 cents for children.